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The paper contains a detailed formulation
of a hypothesis (termed signal hypothesis)
for the translocatuon across or integration
into specific cellular membranes of distinct
proteins. The hypothesis proposes a zip-
code mechanism and corresponding recep-
tor-effector systems each localized to dis-
tinct cellular membranes [The SCI® indi-
cates that this paper has been cited in over
1,460 publications since 1975]
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What has become the main attraction of
this paper, namely, the theoretical con-
sideration collectively called the signal
hypothesis, was properly disguised by a
lengthy and highly technical title. The signal
hypothesis deals with the problem of how
numerous newly synthesized and distinct
proteins are targeted to specific intracellu-
lar membranes either for translocation
across them or for asymmetfic integration.
A less detailed version of some of the ideas
in this paper had been proposed in 1971 with
my colleague David Sabatini’ and in 1972,
independently, also by Milstein and his col-
leagues.
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Finally, in 1980, a more updated

and extended version of the signal hypothe-
sis was published.
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Among the first experimental landmarks
was the discovery in 1972 by Milstein and
his colleagues of a transient sequence at the
amino terminus of a secretory protein, the
light chain of IgG. This transient sequence
could have represented the specific Se-

quence predicted earlier.’ However, other
transient sequences had already been
described (the pro sequence of proinsulin
being the first example), and it was con-
ceivable that the transient sequence of the
light chain of lgG served some function
other than targeting the light chain for
translocation across the endoplasmic reticu-
lum membrane. That this transient amino
terminal sequence was indeed a strong can-
didate for such a targeting function was
established in the experimentally much
more important (but apparently less quoted)
companion
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to the signal hypothesis paper.

It was shown there that the first step in the
secretory pathway,
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namely, unidirectional

translocation across the endoplasmic reticu-
lum membrane, can be reconstructed faith-
fully in a reconstituted in vitro system. Using
this system, it was shown that the transient
sequence of the IgG light chain is cleaved
during the translocation process; that this
sequence can express its function only
cotranslationally, not posttranslationally;
and that proteins that do not contain such a
sequence (such as (he globin chain) are not
translocated. This reconstituted system then
became the prototype of similar systems for
the study of protein import into chloroplasts
and mitochondria and protein export’ in
bacteria.

Subsequent experimental landmarks in
support of the signal hypothesis were the
discovery of the signal recognition particle
(SRP), an 115 ribonucleoprotein, and of the
SRP receptor, an integral membrane protein
of the endoplasmic reticulum (reviewed in
reference 6).

Altogether then, it turned out that the sig-
nal hypothesis was a fertile working hypoth-
esis. It stimulated a lot of experimental work
as well as the formulation of alternative
hypotheses. Like any other hypothesis, it
underwent modification in detail as new ex-
perimental data became available. Its basic
tenets, however, have so far withstood the
test of time, although many of the predic-
tions remain to be proved or disproved.
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